Asia Guided Vacations

Please click on your desired vacation for more information

Affordable Japan
Splendors of China & the Yangtze
Treasures of Vietnam and Angkor Wat
Traditions of India
Heritage of Israel
**Affordable Japan**  
Tokyo, Hakone, Kyoto  
*Operated by General Tours World Traveler*

AAA Member Benefit  
► Receive $115 off per person

AAA Vacations® Engaging Experiences  
► Discover Tokyo’s and Kyoto’s most important sites on group sightseeing tours and then pursue your own interests with free days and an array of available excursions  
► Experience the soothing and therapeutic benefits of relaxing in a traditional Japanese onsen, a landscaped outdoor pool fed by the geothermal springs of Hakone  
► Ride the world-famous Bullet Train  
► See if you can walk silently across the Nightingale Floor, ingeniously designed to “chirp” if intruders penetrated into the Emperor’s private quarters at Nijo Castle

Attentive staff and English-speaking guides promise carefree and enriching travel as you explore the best of Japan, from cosmopolitan Tokyo and lovely Hakone National Park to the ancient splendors of Kyoto.
Splendors of China & the Yangtze
Beijing, Chongqing, Xian, Shanghai and a 4-night Yangtze River Cruise

Operated by General Tours World Traveler

AAA Member Benefit
► Receive $115 off per person

AAA Vacations® Engaging Experiences
► Step aboard China’s finest all-balcony ship and thrill to the historic sites and spectacular scenery of the Yangtze’s legendary Three Gorges
► Explore the ancient lanes of one of Beijing’s last-remaining hutongs and then join a resident family for lunch in their traditional courtyard home
► Venture into the rugged Juyongguan Pass to explore this particularly remote and historic section of the Great Wall
► Learn about some of the ancient culinary traditions of central China during an entertaining lunch featuring a lively demonstration in noodle making
► “Fly” from the airport to downtown Shanghai in less than 10 minutes at 250 miles per hour on the futuristic Maglev Train

An intimate group of never more than 16 guests, outstanding city-center hotels in the heart of China’s most important cities, extensive sightseeing and one of the finest ships on the Yangtze make this trip unforgettable!
Treasures of Vietnam & Angkor Wat
Hanoi, Ha Long Bay, Danang, Hoi An, Ho Chi Minh City, Angkor Wat
Operated by General Tours World Traveler

AAA Member Benefit
► Receive $115 off per person

AAA Vacations® Engaging Experiences:
► Take a Cyclo adventure along the streets of Hanoi and see the city’s architecture
► Step aboard our Bhaya ship for an overnight voyage into the magnificent Ha Long Bay
► Learn the ingredients and techniques of traditional Vietnamese cooking during a hands-on class with skilled chefs
► Experience the timeless ways of a traditional fishing village in Central Vietnam
► Explore the bustling waterways and pastoral landscapes of the Mekong Delta on a private cruise excursion aboard the Cai Be Princess
► A second, full day of touring at Angkor Wat allows for unhurried exploration of the best known temple complexes as well as lesser visited, but equally spectacular, sites

Come face-to-face with the warm smiles of Vietnam from city to countryside. Awake to a golden sunrise deep in the inspiring landscapes of Ha Long Bay and marvel at the glory that was once Angkor Wat.
Traditions of India
Delhi, Jaipur, Agra, Khajuraho, Varanasi
Operated by General Tours World Traveler

AAA Member Benefit
► Receive $115 off per person

AAA Vacations® Engaging Experiences:
► Step aboard a traditional pedicab to explore the bustling lanes of Chandni Chowk and marvel at the exotic and fragrant offerings of Asia’s largest spice market
► Mingle with artisans and residents on a guided walk through Old Jaipur
► Ascend to the imposing Amber Fort atop an elephant... just as Indian royalty would have done centuries ago
► Marvel at the shifting hues of the Taj Mahal’s iridescent marble façade on sunrise and sunset visits to this revered monument
► Witness two of India’s most powerful rituals... sunrise on the Ganges as thousands of devotees descend to the river for purification and the candle-lit Aarti Ceremony

Succumb to the charms of India, an ancient land so rich with tradition, intriguing history, deep spirituality – and the greatest love story ever told!
In the congenial company of never more than 16 guests, you’ll experience more of this colorful land and its exotic culture, returning home with memories that are truly unforgettable.
Heritage of Israel
Tel Aviv, Zefat, Jerusalem
Operated by General Tours World Traveler

AAA Member Benefit
► Receive $115 off per person

AAA Vacations® Engaging Experiences:
► Visit the home of a Druze family in Dalyat El Carmel and hear the inspiring story of how the Druze community came to Israel
► Meet a local artist as you explore the ancient hilltop town of Zefat (Safed). Revered as one of Israel’s Four Holy Cities, its winding alleys offer a captivating mix of medieval synagogues, galleries and artisan studios
► Enjoy a morning walk with a guide around the summit of Mt. Meron for sweeping views all the way to the Mediterranean Sea
► Sample an exotic array of fresh Israeli products as you browse the busy alleys and colorful stalls of the Machane Yehuda Market in Jerusalem

With an unhurried itinerary, outstanding Trip Leader and extensive sightseeing in a small group of 16 travelers, this sweeping journey shows you more of Israel’s ancient sites and rich cultural heritage.